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Table MARGO  
with well-balanced bearing structure

The multiply awarded tabel MARGO won over the 58-member jury with its 
innovative design, made up of independent experts from all over the world 
and received the prestigious iF DESIGN AWARD in the category „Design 
Excellence“. Two further awards won by MARGO: „ ICONIC AWARDS 2017: 
Interior Innovation – Selection“ in the category „Interior“ and „German 
Design Award 2017: Special“ in the category „Excellent Product Design“ 
Statement of the jury: A table with a sophisticated design of minimalistic 
elegance.
At first glance appears the graphic quality of the tables modern form.   
The structural elements is defined by clarity of line. The clear, minimalist 
table top completes the graphical expression. 

The model MARGO can be supplied in the following wood types: 
European oak and knotted oak, ash, beech, core beech, Ameri-
can maple, walnut and cherry wood, treated with herbal oil.
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Table PAPILIO 
Absolutely unique!

The design concept of the table harmonizes perfectly with the natural features 
of the material creating a harmonious link between organic and geometrical 
forms.
A Tree Trunk Table from two mirrored boards with a narrow gap in between. 
These reflect the natural grain of the tree and expose its remarkable annu-
al rings and structures. The synthesis with the fragile, slanting legs gives an 
exclusive, modern look to the table. The symbiosis between human, nature and 
room creates true feelings in people. The design concept convinced German 
Design Council expert jury for ICONIC AWARDS 2016 Label: Interior Innovation 
– Winner and GERMAN DESIGN AWARD SPECIAL 2017 Statement of the jury: 
The focus on the archaic material wood and its natural grain resul-
ted in an enthralling design underscored by the geometric form of 
the legs. The globally prestigious iF DESIGN AWARD emphasizes 
the innovative and outstanding design.

From the former 
gigantic oak tree 
trunk vitamin 
design presents 
a challenge with 
great attention to 
detail, transfor-
ming the material in to artwork with the practi-
cal use. Only the particularly gentle and con-
trolled drying process can guarantee the long 
life of the table. The great art and a valuable 
unique piece for the office and home. 

Solid european oak table treated with herbal 
oil is available in different sizes.
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AMBIO 
Contemporary archetypical form with confident character

The rounded table top form combined with back-turning, slimming legs builds a harmonic uni-
ty. The table Ambio appeals unique and distinct not only in round, but also in oblong shape.
Coffee table, stool and storage furniture have a unique form, they complement the AMBIO se-
ries brilliantly. The elegant leg form lends easiness and airiness to the storage furniture while 
the internal space is purposefully designed and offers generous storage. Ambio fuses a har-
monic and easy optics with the expedience of the furniture. The appearance and highly quali-
tative workmanship makes this furniture collection to an absolute eye catcher in your home.

Available in all solid wood types from 
vitamin design collection: European oak 
and knotted oak, ash, beech, core beech, 
American maple, walnut and cherry wood, 
treated with herbal oil.
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CITIUS SOFT  
Lightness and elegance in a soft form

The soft version of Citius grants the table a soft and pleasant feel. The table appears with 
rounded edges even lighter and the characteristics come even better to light.
The flattened, reduced top gives the table a special lightness. It makes a smooth transition to 
the slanting out, triangular shaped legs.

The table Citius soft convinces in 
the kitchen as well as in the mo-
dern ambiance of a dining room.
Available with all wood types from 
vitamin design collection in stan-
dard or bespoke sizes.
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CREO 
Round solid wood table top, natural and elegant

The round solid wood form has a warm undertone and is ideal for a great dining experience 
with your family and friends. The central pillar with its trapezoid geometry is visually ap-
pealing and offers lots of leg room. Through the clear lines, the table conveys plenty of ele-
gance. On the 160 or 180 cm big solid wood table top lays a Lazy Susan turntable with its 
decorative and functional design. 

Available in all solid wood types from vitamin 
design collection.: European oak and knot-
ted oak, ash, beech, core beech, American 
maple, walnut and cherry wood, treated with 
herbal oil.
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LOCA 
An elegant table, that fits perfectly into your dining room

An ingenious profile of the table top combined with round legs. The slanted edge creates a 
flowing transition between the table top and the legs. With its timely design, the table provi-
des a classy ambience for every living room.

Available in all solid wood types from 
vitamin design collection: European oak 
and knotted oak, ash, beech, core beech, 
American maple, walnut and cherry wood, 
treated with herbal oil.
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Barstool PALI

A geometric piece of art made from solid wood.
A barstool in modest and clear style. For special comfort, the barstool has a backrest and a 
place to prop up your feet.

Available in all solid wood types from vitamin design collection: European oak and knotted 
oak, ash, beech, core beech, American maple, 
walnut and cherry wood, treated with herbal 
oil.
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Table RHOMBI-Butterfly lightness and refinement

Further development of the award-winning table Rhombi - innovative smooth synchronous 
extension. Moving table top with folding butterfly leaf hidden inside. The solid table top 
slightly tapered towards the bottom in conbination with tilted rhombic legs gives the table 
excitement and originality. With folding butterfly leaf hidden inside, one-handed operation 
technology let‘s you reach a maximum length of 340 cm.

The table top extends on 
both sides and the position 
of legs always remains un-
changed. Spacious legroom 
is ensured in every position.

The model RHOMBI can be 
supplied in the following 
wood types: European oak 
and knotted oak, ash, beech, 
core beech, American map-
le, walnut and cherry wood, 
treated with herbal oil.
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VERSO BUTTERFLY 
Clear form with elegant cleverness

Rectangular but slightly rounded shape of the table top and legs lend elegance and quality to 
the table Verso. 

The practical and modern extendable table Verso transforms in the blink of an eye into a large 
table. This enables joyful celebration with family and close friends. Equally fast the table can 
be transformed into space saving format. 
The impressive functionality of the light looking table doesn‘t impair the modern design of the 
furniture craft. The table legs remain outside even in extended position and do not change 
the timeless design and form. 
The table can be lengthened to additional max. 100 cm through one or two integrated Butter-
fly extending leafs.

Available in all solid wood types from 
vitamin design collection: European oak 
and knotted oak, ash, beech, core beech, 
American maple, walnut and cherry wood, 
treated with herbal oil.



About vitamin design

vitamin  design  team designs and produces  solid  wood  furniture  with  that  certain  
something. G. Grabliauskas, the company’s founder and designer, works very close with 
his team and has a long-standing experience and knowledge to develop a wide range 
of demanding solid wood furniture. Thanks to their up-to-date design the prospective 
classics from vitamin design are subtly presented based on ecological requirements and 
timeless modernity. Based on in-house and on close cooperation with selected manufac-
turers, vitamin design ensures his high performance and quality standards. Therefore 
the focus lies on flexibility, clear design and enhanced functionalities.

Press releases:
www.vitamin-design.de/en/press-2

Press contact:
Gintaras Grabliauskas
Dona Handelsges. mbH 
Grosse Elbstrasse 40
22767 Hamburg
Germany

+49 (40) 31798362
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10th Anniversary - vitamin design 

The triangle symbolizes a harmonic unity between nature and 
mankind. At the same time the triangle is a central piece for „10“ 
in the greek language, which stands for change. 
Following this philosophy the young brand creates furniture since 
2007 in harmony with nature using natural materials. Sustaina-
bility and environmental awareness is a key stone in their creati-
on. This results in furniture with timeless modernity, clear design 
and great functional diversity. As in previous years vitamin de-
sign participates at imm cologne, this year with the theme „10“, 
celebrating the positive change with this anniversary.

GERMAN BRAND AWARD WINNER

VITA - LIFE 
MIN - MINIMALISM 
VITAMIN - HEALTH 
DESIGN - CREATION
vitamin design - nature friendly minimalistic design.

With the German Brand Award of the German Design Council vitamin design Honored With 
Award for outstanding brand management.




